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complex variables provide powerful methods for attacking many difficult problems and it is the aim of this book to provide a thorough grounding in these methods and their application
this new edition has been improved throughout and is ideal for use in undergraduate and introductory graduate courses in complex variables the book provides an introduction to the
theory of functions of several complex variables and their singularities with special emphasis on topological aspects the topics include riemann surfaces holomorphic functions of
several variables classification and deformation of singularities fundamentals of differential topology and the topology of singularities the aim of the book is to guide the reader from
the fundamentals to more advanced topics of recent research all the necessary prerequisites are specified and carefully explained the general theory is illustrated by various examples
and applications functions of a complex variable are used to solve applications in various branches of mathematics science and engineering functions of a complex variable theory and
technique is a book in a special category of influential classics because it is based on the authors extensive experience in modeling complicated situations and providing analytic
solutions the book makes available to readers a comprehensive range of these analytical techniques based upon complex variable theory advanced topics covered include asymptotics
transforms the wiener hopf method and dual and singular integral equations the authors provide many exercises incorporating them into the body of the text audience intended for applied
mathematicians scientists engineers and senior or graduate level students who have advanced knowledge in calculus and are interested in such subjects as complex variable theory
function theory mathematical methods advanced engineering mathematics and mathematical physics complex analysis is one of the most central subjects in mathematics it is compelling
and rich in its own right but it is also remarkably useful in a wide variety of other mathematical subjects both pure and applied this book is different from others in that it treats
complex variables as a direct development from multivariable real calculus as each new idea is introduced it is related to the corresponding idea from real analysis and calculus the
text is rich with examples andexercises that illustrate this point the authors have systematically separated the analysis from the topology as can be seen in their proof of the cauchy
theorem the book concludes with several chapters on special topics including full treatments of special functions the prime number theorem and the bergman kernel the authors also
treat hp spaces and painleve s theorem on smoothness to the boundary for conformal maps this book is a text for a first year graduate course in complex analysis it is an engaging and
modern introduction to the subject reflecting the authors expertise both as mathematicians and as expositors this book discusses a variety of problems which are usually treated in a
second course on the theory of functions of one complex variable the level being gauged for graduate students it treats several topics in geometric function theory as well as
potential theory in the plane covering in particular conformal equivalence for simply connected regions conformal equivalence for finitely connected regions analytic covering maps de
branges proof of the bieberbach conjecture harmonic functions hardy spaces on the disk potential theory in the plane a knowledge of integration theory and functional analysis is
assumed this book presents a basic introduction to complex analysis in both an interesting and a rigorous manner it contains enough material for a full year s course and the choice of
material treated is reasonably standard and should be satisfactory for most first courses in complex analysis the approach to each topic appears to be carefully thought out both
as to mathematical treatment and pedagogical presentation and the end result is a very satisfactory book mathscinet functions of a complex variable provides all the material for a
course on the theory of functions of a complex variable at the senior undergraduate and beginning graduate level also suitable for self study the book covers every topic essential to
training students in complex analysis it also incorporates special topics to enhance students understanding of the subject laying the foundation for future studies in analysis linear
algebra numerical analysis geometry number theory physics thermodynamics or electrical engineering after introducing the basic concepts of complex numbers and their geometrical
representation the text describes analytic functions power series and elementary functions the conformal representation of an analytic function special transformations and complex
integration it next discusses zeros of an analytic function classification of singularities and singularity at the point of infinity residue theory principle of argument rouch� s theorem
and the location of zeros of complex polynomial equations and calculus of residues emphasizing the techniques of definite integrals by contour integration the authors then explain
uniform convergence of sequences and series involving parseval schwarz and poisson formulas they also present harmonic functions and mappings inverse mappings and univalent functions
as well as analytic continuation the present book grew out of introductory lectures on the theory offunctions of several variables its intent is to make the reader familiar by the
discussion of examples and special cases with the most important branches and methods of this theory among them e g the problems of holomorphic continuation the algebraic treatment
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of power series sheaf and cohomology theory and the real methods which stem from elliptic partial differential equations in the first chapter we begin with the definition of holomorphic
functions of several variables their representation by the cauchy integral and their power series expansion on reinhardt domains it turns out that in l ontrast 2 there exist domains g g
c en to the theory of a single variable for n with g c g and g g such that each function holomorphic in g has a continuation on g domains g for which such a g does not exist are called
domains of holomorphy in chapter 2 we give several characterizations of these domains of holomorphy theorem of cartan thullen levi s problem we finally construct the holomorphic
hull h g for each domain g that is the largest not necessarily schlicht domain over en into which each function holomorphic on g can be continued this book includes information on
elementary general topology the cauchy integral theorem and concepts of homology and homotopy in their application to the cauchy theory it is intended for an introductory course in
complex analysis at the first year graduate and advanced undergraduate level complex variables provide powerful methods for attacking problems that can be very difficult to solve
in any other way and it is the aim of this book to provide a thorough grounding in these methods and their application part i of this text provides an introduction to the subject including
analytic functions integration series and residue calculus and also includes transform methods odes in the complex plane and numerical methods part ii contains conformal mappings
asymptotic expansions and the study of riemann hilbert problems the authors provide an extensive array of applications illustrative examples and homework exercises this 2003 edition
was improved throughout and is ideal for use in undergraduate and introductory graduate level courses in complex variables the text covers a broad spectrum between basic and
advanced complex variables on the one hand and between theoretical and applied or computational material on the other hand with careful selection of the emphasis put on the various
sections examples and exercises the book can be used in a one or two semester course for undergraduate mathematics majors a one semester course for engineering or physics majors or a
one semester course for first year mathematics graduate students it has been tested in all three settings at the university of utah the exposition is clear concise and lively there is a
clean and modern approach to cauchy s theorems and taylor series expansions with rigorous proofs but no long and tedious arguments this is followed by the rich harvest of easy
consequences of the existence of power series expansions through the central portion of the text there is a careful and extensive treatment of residue theory and its application to
computation of integrals conformal mapping and its applications to applied problems analytic continuation and the proofs of the picard theorems chapter 8 covers material on infinite
products and zeroes of entire functions this leads to the final chapter which is devoted to the riemann zeta function the riemann hypothesis and a proof of the prime number theorem
publisher this text on complex variables is geared toward graduate students and undergraduates who have taken an introductory course in real analysis it is a substantially revised
and updated edition of the popular text by robert b ash offering a concise treatment that provides careful and complete explanations as well as numerous problems and solutions an
introduction presents basic definitions covering topology of the plane analytic functions real differentiability and the cauchy riemann equations and exponential and harmonic functions
succeeding chapters examine the elementary theory and the general cauchy theorem and its applications including singularities residue theory the open mapping theorem for analytic
functions linear fractional transformations conformal mapping and analytic mappings of one disk to another the riemann mapping theorem receives a thorough treatment along with
factorization of analytic functions as an application of many of the ideas and results appearing in earlier chapters the text ends with a proof of the prime number theorem textbooks
even excellent ones are a reflection of their times form and content of books depend on what the students know already what they are expected to learn how the subject matter is
regarded in relation to other divisions of mathematics and even how fashionable the subject matter is it is thus not surprising that we no longer use such masterpieces as hurwitz and
courant s funktionentheorie or jordan s cours d analyse in our courses the last two decades have seen a significant change in the techniques used in the theory of functions of one
complex variable the important role played by the inhomogeneous cauchy riemann equation in the current research has led to the reunification at least in their spirit of complex analysis
in one and in several variables we say reunification since we think that weierstrass poincare and others in contrast to many of our students did not consider them to be entirely separate
subjects indeed not only complex analysis in several variables but also number theory harmonic analysis and other branches of mathematics both pure and applied have required a
reconsidera tion of analytic continuation ordinary differential equations in the complex domain asymptotic analysis iteration of holomorphic functions and many other subjects from
the classic theory of functions of one complex variable this ongoing reconsideration led us to think that a textbook incorporating some of these new perspectives and techniques had to
be written the present book is meant as a text for a course on complex analysis at the advanced undergraduate level or first year graduate level somewhat more material has been
included than can be covered at leisure in one term to give opportunities for the instructor to exercise his taste and lead the course in whatever direction strikes his fancy at the time a
large number of routine exercises are included for the more standard portions and a few harder exercises of striking theoretical interest are also included but may be omitted in courses
addressed to less advanced students in some sense i think the classical german prewar texts were the best hurwitz courant knopp bieberbach etc and i would recom mend to anyone to
look through them more recent texts have empha sized connections with real analysis which is important but at the cost of exhibiting succinctly and clearly what is peculiar about
complex anal ysis the power series expansion the uniqueness of analytic continuation and the calculus of residues the systematic elementary development of formal and convergent
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power series was standard fare in the german texts but only cartan in the more recent books includes this material which i think is quite essential e g for differential equations i have
written a short text exhibiting these features making it applicable to a wide variety of tastes the book essentially decomposes into two parts kiyoshi oka at the beginning of his
research regarded the collection of problems which he encountered in the study of domains of holomorphy as large mountains which separate today and tomorrow thus he believed that
there could be no essential progress in analysis without climbing over these mountains this book is a worthwhile initial step for the reader in order to understand the mathematical
world which was created by kiyoshi oka from the preface this book explains results in the theory of functions of several complex variables which were mostly established from the late
nineteenth century through to the middle of the twentieth century in the work the author introduces the mathematical world created by his advisor kiyoshi oka in this volume oka s
work is divided into two parts the first is the study of analytic functions in univalent domains in mathbf c n here oka proved that three concepts are equivalent domains of holomorphy
holomorphically convex domains and pseudoconvex domains and moreover that the poincar� problem the cousin problems and the runge problem when stated properly can be solved in
domains of holomorphy satisfying the appropriate conditions the second part of oka s work established a method for the study of analytic functions defined in a ramified domain over
mathbf c n in which the branch points are considered as interior points of the domain here analytic functions in an analytic space are treated which is a slight generalization of a ramified
domain over mathbf c n in writing the book the author s goal was to bring to readers a real understanding of oka s original papers this volume is an english translation of the original
japanese edition published by the university of tokyo press japan it would make a suitable course text for advanced graduate level introductions to several complex variables a concise
handbook of mathematics physics and engineering sciences takes a practical approach to the basic notions formulas equations problems theorems methods and laws that most
frequently occur in scientific and engineering applications and university education the authors pay special attention to issues that many engineers and students this book presents a
basic introduction to complex analysis in both an interesting and a rigorous manner it contains enough material for a full year s course and the choice of material treated is reasonably
standard and should be satisfactory for most first courses in complex analysis the approach to each topic appears to be carefully thought out both as to mathematical treatment
and pedagogical presentation and the end result is a very satisfactory book mathscinet in addition to being mathematically elegant complex variables provide a powerful tool for
solving problems that are either very difficult or virtually impossible to solve in any other way part i of this text provides an introduction to the subject including analytic functions
integration series and residue calculus and also includes transform methods odes in the complex plane numerical methods and more part ii contains conformal mappings asymptotic
expansions and the study of riemann hilbert problems the authors also provide an extensive array of applications illustrative examples and homework exercises this book is ideal for use
in introductory undergraduate and graduate level courses in complex variables presents the dirichlet problem for harmonic functions twice once using the poisson integral for the unit
disk and again in an informal section on brownian motion where the reader can understand intuitively how the dirichlet problem works for general domains this book is suitable for a first
year course in complex analysis an introduction to the field of several complex variables a course for graduate students after one semester of standard complex analysis in one
variable this book is a polished version of my course notes for math 6283 several complex variables given in spring 2014 spring 2016 and spring 2019 semesters at oklahoma state
university see jirka org scv for more information the subject of this book is complex analysis in several variables this text begins at an elementary level with standard local results
followed by a thorough discussion of the various fundamental concepts of complex convexity related to the remarkable extension properties of holomorphic functions in more than one
variable it then continues with a comprehensive introduction to integral representations and concludes with complete proofs of substantial global results on domains of holomorphy
and on strictly pseudoconvex domains inc including for example c fefferman s famous mapping theorem the most important new feature of this book is the systematic inclusion of many of
the developments of the last 20 years which centered around integral representations and estimates for the cauchy riemann equations in particu lar integral representations are the
principal tool used to develop the global theory in contrast to many earlier books on the subject which involved methods from commutative algebra and sheaf theory and or partial
differ ential equations i believe that this approach offers several advantages 1 it uses the several variable version of tools familiar to the analyst in one complex variable and
therefore helps to bridge the often perceived gap between com plex analysis in one and in several variables 2 it leads quite directly to deep global results without introducing a lot of
new machinery and 3 concrete integral representations lend themselves to estimations therefore opening the door to applications not accessible by the earlier methods the contributions
to this volume are devoted to a discussion of state of the art research and treatment of problems of a wide spectrum of areas in complex analysis ranging from pure to applied and
interdisciplinary mathematical research topics covered include holomorphic approximation hypercomplex analysis special functions of complex variables automorphic groups zeros of
the riemann zeta function gaussian multiplicative chaos non constant frequency decompositions minimal kernels one component inner functions power moment problems complex dynamics
biholomorphic cryptosystems fermionic and bosonic operators the book will appeal to graduate students and research mathematicians as well as to physicists engineers and scientists
whose work is related to the topics covered the purpose of this book is to present the classical analytic function theory of several variables as a standard subject in a course of
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mathematics after learning the elementary materials sets general topology algebra one complex variable this includes the essential parts of grauert remmert s two volumes gl227 236
theory of stein spaces and gl265 coherent analytic sheaves with a lowering of the level for novice graduate students here grauert s direct image theorem is limited to the case of finite
maps the core of the theory is oka s coherence found and proved by kiyoshi oka it is indispensable not only in the study of complex analysis and complex geometry but also in a large area
of modern mathematics in this book just after an introductory chapter on holomorphic functions chap 1 we prove oka s first coherence theorem for holomorphic functions in chap 2 this
defines a unique character of the book compared with other books on this subject in which the notion of coherence appears much later the present book consisting of nine chapters gives
complete treatments of the following items coherence of sheaves of holomorphic functions chap 2 oka cartan s fundamental theorem chap 4 coherence of ideal sheaves of complex
analytic subsets chap 6 coherence of the normalization sheaves of complex spaces chap 6 grauert s finiteness theorem chaps 7 8 oka s theorem for riemann domains chap 8 the theories of
sheaf cohomology and domains of holomorphy are also presented chaps 3 5 chapter 6 deals with the theory of complex analytic subsets chapter 8 is devoted to the applications of
formerly obtained results proving cartan serre s theorem and kodaira s embedding theorem in chap 9 we discuss the historical development of coherence it is difficult to find a book at
this level that treats all of the above subjects in a completely self contained manner in the present volume a number of classical proofs are improved and simplified so that the contents
are easily accessible for beginning graduate students the plane strain and generalized plane stress boundary value problems of linear elasticity are the focus of this graduate level text
which formulates and solves these problems by employing complex variable theory the text presents detailed descriptions of the three basic methods that rely on series representation
cauchy integral representation and the solution via continuation its five part treatment covers functions of a complex variable the basic equations of two dimensional elasticity
plane and half plane problems regions with circular boundaries and regions with curvilinear boundaries worked examples and sets of problems appear throughout the text 1971 edition
26 figures as well as describing the extremely useful applications of the cvbem the authors explain its mathematical background vital to understanding the subject as a whole this is
the most comprehensive book on the subject bringing together ten years of work and can boast the latest news in cvbem technology it is thus of particular interest to those concerned
with solving technical engineering problems while scientists graduate students computer programmers and those working in industry will all find the book helpful this volume of the ems
contains four survey articles on analytic spaces they are excellent introductions to each respective area starting from basic principles in several complex variables each article
stretches out to current trends in research graduate students and researchers will find a useful addition in the extensive bibliography at the end of each article this volume of the ems
contains four survey articles on analytic spaces they are excellent introductions to each respective area starting from basic principles in several complex variables each article
stretches out to current trends in research graduate students and researchers will find a useful addition in the extensive bibliography at the end of each article the subject of this book
is complex analysis in several variables this text begins at an elementary level with standard local results followed by a thorough discussion of the various fundamental concepts of
complex convexity related to the remarkable extension properties of holomorphic functions in more than one variable it then continues with a comprehensive introduction to integral
representations and concludes with complete proofs of substantial global results on domains of holomorphy and on strictly pseudoconvex domains inc including for example c fefferman
s famous mapping theorem the most important new feature of this book is the systematic inclusion of many of the developments of the last 20 years which centered around integral
representations and estimates for the cauchy riemann equations in particu lar integral representations are the principal tool used to develop the global theory in contrast to many
earlier books on the subject which involved methods from commutative algebra and sheaf theory and or partial differ ential equations i believe that this approach offers several
advantages 1 it uses the several variable version of tools familiar to the analyst in one complex variable and therefore helps to bridge the often perceived gap between com plex
analysis in one and in several variables 2 it leads quite directly to deep global results without introducing a lot of new machinery and 3 concrete integral representations lend
themselves to estimations therefore opening the door to applications not accessible by the earlier methods presents current research and future trends in the theory of several complex
variables and pde of note are two survey articles the first presenting recent results on the solvability of complex vector fields with critical points while the second concerns the lie
group structure of the automorphism groups of cr manifolds this carefully written textbook is an introduction to the beautiful concepts and results of complex analysis it is intended
for international bachelor and master programmes in germany and throughout europe in the anglo american system of university education the content corresponds to a beginning
graduate course the book presents the fundamental results and methods of complex analysis and applies them to a study of elementary and non elementary functions elliptic functions
gamma and zeta function including a proof of the prime number theorem and a new feature in this context to exhibiting basic facts in the theory of several complex variables part of the
book is a translation of the authors german text einf�hrung in die komplexe analysis some material was added from the by now almost classical text funktionentheorie written by the
authors and a few paragraphs were newly written for special use in a master s programme this book discusses a variety of problems which are usually treated in a second course on the
theory of functions of one complex variable the level being gauged for graduate students it treats several topics in geometric function theory as well as potential theory in the plane
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covering in particular conformal equivalence for simply connected regions conformal equivalence for finitely connected regions analytic covering maps de branges proof of the
bieberbach conjecture harmonic functions hardy spaces on the disk potential theory in the plane a knowledge of integration theory and functional analysis is assumed the first survey of
its kind written by internationally known outstanding experts who developed substantial parts of the field the book contains an introduction written by remmert describing the history
of the subject and is very useful to graduate students and researchers in complex analysis algebraic geometry and differential geometry the authors aim here is to present a precise and
concise treatment of those parts of complex analysis that should be familiar to every research mathematician they follow a path in the tradition of ahlfors and bers by dedicating the
book to a very precise goal the statement and proof of the fundamental theorem for functions of one complex variable they discuss the many equivalent ways of understanding the
concept of analyticity and offer a leisure exploration of interesting consequences and applications readers should have had undergraduate courses in advanced calculus linear algebra
and some abstract algebra no background in complex analysis is required authored by a ranking authority in harmonic analysis of several complex variables this book embodies a state
of the art entr�e at the intersection of two important fields of research complex analysis and harmonic analysis written with the graduate student in mind it is assumed that the reader
has familiarity with the basics of complex analysis of one and several complex variables as well as with real and functional analysis the monograph is largely self contained and
develops the harmonic analysis of several complex variables from the first principles the text includes copious examples explanations an exhaustive bibliography for further reading and
figures that illustrate the geometric nature of the subject each chapter ends with an exercise set additionally each chapter begins with a prologue introducing the reader to the subject
matter that follows capsules presented in each section give perspective and a spirited launch to the segment preludes help put ideas into context mathematicians and researchers in
several applied disciplines will find the breadth and depth of the treatment of the subject highly useful several complex variables and the geometry of real hypersurfaces covers a wide
range of information from basic facts about holomorphic functions of several complex variables through deep results such as subelliptic estimates for the neumann problem on
pseudoconvex domains with a real analytic boundary the book focuses on describing the geometry of a real hypersurface in a complex vector space by understanding its relationship
with ambient complex analytic varieties you will learn how to decide whether a real hypersurface contains complex varieties how closely such varieties can contact the hypersurface
and why it s important the book concludes with two sets of problems routine problems and difficult problems many of which are unsolved principal prerequisites for using this book
include a thorough understanding of advanced calculus and standard knowledge of complex analysis in one variable several complex variables and the geometry of real hypersurfaces
will be a useful text for advanced graduate students and professionals working in complex analysis the theory of several complex variables can be studied from several different
perspectives in this book steven krantz approaches the subject from the point of view of a classical analyst emphasizing its function theoretic aspects he has taken particular care to
write the book with the student in mind with uniformly extensive and helpful explanations numerous examples and plentiful exercises of varying difficulty in the spirit of a student
oriented text krantz begins with an introduction to the subject including an insightful comparison of analysis of several complex variables with th
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Complex Variables 2003

complex variables provide powerful methods for attacking many difficult problems and it is the aim of this book to provide a thorough grounding in these methods and their application
this new edition has been improved throughout and is ideal for use in undergraduate and introductory graduate courses in complex variables

Functions of Several Complex Variables and Their Singularities 2007

the book provides an introduction to the theory of functions of several complex variables and their singularities with special emphasis on topological aspects the topics include
riemann surfaces holomorphic functions of several variables classification and deformation of singularities fundamentals of differential topology and the topology of singularities the
aim of the book is to guide the reader from the fundamentals to more advanced topics of recent research all the necessary prerequisites are specified and carefully explained the general
theory is illustrated by various examples and applications

Functions of a Complex Variable 2005-01-01

functions of a complex variable are used to solve applications in various branches of mathematics science and engineering functions of a complex variable theory and technique is a book
in a special category of influential classics because it is based on the authors extensive experience in modeling complicated situations and providing analytic solutions the book makes
available to readers a comprehensive range of these analytical techniques based upon complex variable theory advanced topics covered include asymptotics transforms the wiener hopf
method and dual and singular integral equations the authors provide many exercises incorporating them into the body of the text audience intended for applied mathematicians scientists
engineers and senior or graduate level students who have advanced knowledge in calculus and are interested in such subjects as complex variable theory function theory mathematical
methods advanced engineering mathematics and mathematical physics

Complex Analysis in One Variable 1985-01-01

complex analysis is one of the most central subjects in mathematics it is compelling and rich in its own right but it is also remarkably useful in a wide variety of other mathematical
subjects both pure and applied this book is different from others in that it treats complex variables as a direct development from multivariable real calculus as each new idea is
introduced it is related to the corresponding idea from real analysis and calculus the text is rich with examples andexercises that illustrate this point the authors have
systematically separated the analysis from the topology as can be seen in their proof of the cauchy theorem the book concludes with several chapters on special topics including full
treatments of special functions the prime number theorem and the bergman kernel the authors also treat hp spaces and painleve s theorem on smoothness to the boundary for conformal
maps this book is a text for a first year graduate course in complex analysis it is an engaging and modern introduction to the subject reflecting the authors expertise both as
mathematicians and as expositors

Function Theory of One Complex Variable 2006

this book discusses a variety of problems which are usually treated in a second course on the theory of functions of one complex variable the level being gauged for graduate students
it treats several topics in geometric function theory as well as potential theory in the plane covering in particular conformal equivalence for simply connected regions conformal
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equivalence for finitely connected regions analytic covering maps de branges proof of the bieberbach conjecture harmonic functions hardy spaces on the disk potential theory in the plane
a knowledge of integration theory and functional analysis is assumed

Complex Variables 1991-01

this book presents a basic introduction to complex analysis in both an interesting and a rigorous manner it contains enough material for a full year s course and the choice of material
treated is reasonably standard and should be satisfactory for most first courses in complex analysis the approach to each topic appears to be carefully thought out both as to
mathematical treatment and pedagogical presentation and the end result is a very satisfactory book mathscinet

Functions of One Complex Variable II 2012-12-06

functions of a complex variable provides all the material for a course on the theory of functions of a complex variable at the senior undergraduate and beginning graduate level also
suitable for self study the book covers every topic essential to training students in complex analysis it also incorporates special topics to enhance students understanding of the
subject laying the foundation for future studies in analysis linear algebra numerical analysis geometry number theory physics thermodynamics or electrical engineering after introducing
the basic concepts of complex numbers and their geometrical representation the text describes analytic functions power series and elementary functions the conformal representation of
an analytic function special transformations and complex integration it next discusses zeros of an analytic function classification of singularities and singularity at the point of
infinity residue theory principle of argument rouch� s theorem and the location of zeros of complex polynomial equations and calculus of residues emphasizing the techniques of definite
integrals by contour integration the authors then explain uniform convergence of sequences and series involving parseval schwarz and poisson formulas they also present harmonic
functions and mappings inverse mappings and univalent functions as well as analytic continuation

Functions of One Complex Variable I 2012-12-06

the present book grew out of introductory lectures on the theory offunctions of several variables its intent is to make the reader familiar by the discussion of examples and special
cases with the most important branches and methods of this theory among them e g the problems of holomorphic continuation the algebraic treatment of power series sheaf and
cohomology theory and the real methods which stem from elliptic partial differential equations in the first chapter we begin with the definition of holomorphic functions of several
variables their representation by the cauchy integral and their power series expansion on reinhardt domains it turns out that in l ontrast 2 there exist domains g g c en to the theory of
a single variable for n with g c g and g g such that each function holomorphic in g has a continuation on g domains g for which such a g does not exist are called domains of holomorphy
in chapter 2 we give several characterizations of these domains of holomorphy theorem of cartan thullen levi s problem we finally construct the holomorphic hull h g for each domain g
that is the largest not necessarily schlicht domain over en into which each function holomorphic on g can be continued

Functions of a Complex Variable 2015-10-14

this book includes information on elementary general topology the cauchy integral theorem and concepts of homology and homotopy in their application to the cauchy theory it is
intended for an introductory course in complex analysis at the first year graduate and advanced undergraduate level
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Complex Analysis in One Variable 1985

complex variables provide powerful methods for attacking problems that can be very difficult to solve in any other way and it is the aim of this book to provide a thorough grounding
in these methods and their application part i of this text provides an introduction to the subject including analytic functions integration series and residue calculus and also includes
transform methods odes in the complex plane and numerical methods part ii contains conformal mappings asymptotic expansions and the study of riemann hilbert problems the authors
provide an extensive array of applications illustrative examples and homework exercises this 2003 edition was improved throughout and is ideal for use in undergraduate and
introductory graduate level courses in complex variables

Several Complex Variables 2012-12-06

the text covers a broad spectrum between basic and advanced complex variables on the one hand and between theoretical and applied or computational material on the other hand with
careful selection of the emphasis put on the various sections examples and exercises the book can be used in a one or two semester course for undergraduate mathematics majors a one
semester course for engineering or physics majors or a one semester course for first year mathematics graduate students it has been tested in all three settings at the university of utah
the exposition is clear concise and lively there is a clean and modern approach to cauchy s theorems and taylor series expansions with rigorous proofs but no long and tedious
arguments this is followed by the rich harvest of easy consequences of the existence of power series expansions through the central portion of the text there is a careful and extensive
treatment of residue theory and its application to computation of integrals conformal mapping and its applications to applied problems analytic continuation and the proofs of the
picard theorems chapter 8 covers material on infinite products and zeroes of entire functions this leads to the final chapter which is devoted to the riemann zeta function the riemann
hypothesis and a proof of the prime number theorem publisher

Introduction to Functions of a Complex Variable 2021-07-29

this text on complex variables is geared toward graduate students and undergraduates who have taken an introductory course in real analysis it is a substantially revised and
updated edition of the popular text by robert b ash offering a concise treatment that provides careful and complete explanations as well as numerous problems and solutions an
introduction presents basic definitions covering topology of the plane analytic functions real differentiability and the cauchy riemann equations and exponential and harmonic functions
succeeding chapters examine the elementary theory and the general cauchy theorem and its applications including singularities residue theory the open mapping theorem for analytic
functions linear fractional transformations conformal mapping and analytic mappings of one disk to another the riemann mapping theorem receives a thorough treatment along with
factorization of analytic functions as an application of many of the ideas and results appearing in earlier chapters the text ends with a proof of the prime number theorem

Complex Variables 2003-04-28

textbooks even excellent ones are a reflection of their times form and content of books depend on what the students know already what they are expected to learn how the subject
matter is regarded in relation to other divisions of mathematics and even how fashionable the subject matter is it is thus not surprising that we no longer use such masterpieces as
hurwitz and courant s funktionentheorie or jordan s cours d analyse in our courses the last two decades have seen a significant change in the techniques used in the theory of functions
of one complex variable the important role played by the inhomogeneous cauchy riemann equation in the current research has led to the reunification at least in their spirit of complex
analysis in one and in several variables we say reunification since we think that weierstrass poincare and others in contrast to many of our students did not consider them to be entirely
separate subjects indeed not only complex analysis in several variables but also number theory harmonic analysis and other branches of mathematics both pure and applied have required
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a reconsidera tion of analytic continuation ordinary differential equations in the complex domain asymptotic analysis iteration of holomorphic functions and many other subjects from
the classic theory of functions of one complex variable this ongoing reconsideration led us to think that a textbook incorporating some of these new perspectives and techniques had to
be written

Complex Variables 2011

the present book is meant as a text for a course on complex analysis at the advanced undergraduate level or first year graduate level somewhat more material has been included than
can be covered at leisure in one term to give opportunities for the instructor to exercise his taste and lead the course in whatever direction strikes his fancy at the time a large number
of routine exercises are included for the more standard portions and a few harder exercises of striking theoretical interest are also included but may be omitted in courses addressed to
less advanced students in some sense i think the classical german prewar texts were the best hurwitz courant knopp bieberbach etc and i would recom mend to anyone to look through
them more recent texts have empha sized connections with real analysis which is important but at the cost of exhibiting succinctly and clearly what is peculiar about complex anal ysis
the power series expansion the uniqueness of analytic continuation and the calculus of residues the systematic elementary development of formal and convergent power series was
standard fare in the german texts but only cartan in the more recent books includes this material which i think is quite essential e g for differential equations i have written a short text
exhibiting these features making it applicable to a wide variety of tastes the book essentially decomposes into two parts

Complex Variables 2007-01-01

kiyoshi oka at the beginning of his research regarded the collection of problems which he encountered in the study of domains of holomorphy as large mountains which separate today and
tomorrow thus he believed that there could be no essential progress in analysis without climbing over these mountains this book is a worthwhile initial step for the reader in order to
understand the mathematical world which was created by kiyoshi oka from the preface this book explains results in the theory of functions of several complex variables which were
mostly established from the late nineteenth century through to the middle of the twentieth century in the work the author introduces the mathematical world created by his advisor
kiyoshi oka in this volume oka s work is divided into two parts the first is the study of analytic functions in univalent domains in mathbf c n here oka proved that three concepts are
equivalent domains of holomorphy holomorphically convex domains and pseudoconvex domains and moreover that the poincar� problem the cousin problems and the runge problem when
stated properly can be solved in domains of holomorphy satisfying the appropriate conditions the second part of oka s work established a method for the study of analytic functions
defined in a ramified domain over mathbf c n in which the branch points are considered as interior points of the domain here analytic functions in an analytic space are treated which is a
slight generalization of a ramified domain over mathbf c n in writing the book the author s goal was to bring to readers a real understanding of oka s original papers this volume is an
english translation of the original japanese edition published by the university of tokyo press japan it would make a suitable course text for advanced graduate level introductions to
several complex variables

Complex Variables 2012-12-06

a concise handbook of mathematics physics and engineering sciences takes a practical approach to the basic notions formulas equations problems theorems methods and laws that most
frequently occur in scientific and engineering applications and university education the authors pay special attention to issues that many engineers and students
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Complex Analysis 2013-06-29

this book presents a basic introduction to complex analysis in both an interesting and a rigorous manner it contains enough material for a full year s course and the choice of material
treated is reasonably standard and should be satisfactory for most first courses in complex analysis the approach to each topic appears to be carefully thought out both as to
mathematical treatment and pedagogical presentation and the end result is a very satisfactory book mathscinet

Function Theory in Several Complex Variables 2001

in addition to being mathematically elegant complex variables provide a powerful tool for solving problems that are either very difficult or virtually impossible to solve in any other
way part i of this text provides an introduction to the subject including analytic functions integration series and residue calculus and also includes transform methods odes in the
complex plane numerical methods and more part ii contains conformal mappings asymptotic expansions and the study of riemann hilbert problems the authors also provide an extensive
array of applications illustrative examples and homework exercises this book is ideal for use in introductory undergraduate and graduate level courses in complex variables

A Concise Handbook of Mathematics, Physics, and Engineering Sciences 2010-10-18

presents the dirichlet problem for harmonic functions twice once using the poisson integral for the unit disk and again in an informal section on brownian motion where the reader can
understand intuitively how the dirichlet problem works for general domains this book is suitable for a first year course in complex analysis

Functions of One Complex Variable I 1978-08-24

an introduction to the field of several complex variables a course for graduate students after one semester of standard complex analysis in one variable this book is a polished version
of my course notes for math 6283 several complex variables given in spring 2014 spring 2016 and spring 2019 semesters at oklahoma state university see jirka org scv for more
information

Complex Variables 1997-02-13

the subject of this book is complex analysis in several variables this text begins at an elementary level with standard local results followed by a thorough discussion of the various
fundamental concepts of complex convexity related to the remarkable extension properties of holomorphic functions in more than one variable it then continues with a comprehensive
introduction to integral representations and concludes with complete proofs of substantial global results on domains of holomorphy and on strictly pseudoconvex domains inc
including for example c fefferman s famous mapping theorem the most important new feature of this book is the systematic inclusion of many of the developments of the last 20 years
which centered around integral representations and estimates for the cauchy riemann equations in particu lar integral representations are the principal tool used to develop the global
theory in contrast to many earlier books on the subject which involved methods from commutative algebra and sheaf theory and or partial differ ential equations i believe that this
approach offers several advantages 1 it uses the several variable version of tools familiar to the analyst in one complex variable and therefore helps to bridge the often perceived gap
between com plex analysis in one and in several variables 2 it leads quite directly to deep global results without introducing a lot of new machinery and 3 concrete integral
representations lend themselves to estimations therefore opening the door to applications not accessible by the earlier methods
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Complex Made Simple 2008

the contributions to this volume are devoted to a discussion of state of the art research and treatment of problems of a wide spectrum of areas in complex analysis ranging from pure
to applied and interdisciplinary mathematical research topics covered include holomorphic approximation hypercomplex analysis special functions of complex variables automorphic
groups zeros of the riemann zeta function gaussian multiplicative chaos non constant frequency decompositions minimal kernels one component inner functions power moment problems
complex dynamics biholomorphic cryptosystems fermionic and bosonic operators the book will appeal to graduate students and research mathematicians as well as to physicists
engineers and scientists whose work is related to the topics covered

Tasty Bits of Several Complex Variables 2019-05-06

the purpose of this book is to present the classical analytic function theory of several variables as a standard subject in a course of mathematics after learning the elementary
materials sets general topology algebra one complex variable this includes the essential parts of grauert remmert s two volumes gl227 236 theory of stein spaces and gl265
coherent analytic sheaves with a lowering of the level for novice graduate students here grauert s direct image theorem is limited to the case of finite maps the core of the theory is oka
s coherence found and proved by kiyoshi oka it is indispensable not only in the study of complex analysis and complex geometry but also in a large area of modern mathematics in this
book just after an introductory chapter on holomorphic functions chap 1 we prove oka s first coherence theorem for holomorphic functions in chap 2 this defines a unique character of
the book compared with other books on this subject in which the notion of coherence appears much later the present book consisting of nine chapters gives complete treatments of the
following items coherence of sheaves of holomorphic functions chap 2 oka cartan s fundamental theorem chap 4 coherence of ideal sheaves of complex analytic subsets chap 6 coherence
of the normalization sheaves of complex spaces chap 6 grauert s finiteness theorem chaps 7 8 oka s theorem for riemann domains chap 8 the theories of sheaf cohomology and domains of
holomorphy are also presented chaps 3 5 chapter 6 deals with the theory of complex analytic subsets chapter 8 is devoted to the applications of formerly obtained results proving
cartan serre s theorem and kodaira s embedding theorem in chap 9 we discuss the historical development of coherence it is difficult to find a book at this level that treats all of the
above subjects in a completely self contained manner in the present volume a number of classical proofs are improved and simplified so that the contents are easily accessible for beginning
graduate students

Holomorphic Functions and Integral Representations in Several Complex Variables 2013-03-09

the plane strain and generalized plane stress boundary value problems of linear elasticity are the focus of this graduate level text which formulates and solves these problems by
employing complex variable theory the text presents detailed descriptions of the three basic methods that rely on series representation cauchy integral representation and the solution
via continuation its five part treatment covers functions of a complex variable the basic equations of two dimensional elasticity plane and half plane problems regions with circular
boundaries and regions with curvilinear boundaries worked examples and sets of problems appear throughout the text 1971 edition 26 figures

Advancements in Complex Analysis 2020-05-12

as well as describing the extremely useful applications of the cvbem the authors explain its mathematical background vital to understanding the subject as a whole this is the most
comprehensive book on the subject bringing together ten years of work and can boast the latest news in cvbem technology it is thus of particular interest to those concerned with
solving technical engineering problems while scientists graduate students computer programmers and those working in industry will all find the book helpful
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Analytic Function Theory of Several Variables 2016-08-16

this volume of the ems contains four survey articles on analytic spaces they are excellent introductions to each respective area starting from basic principles in several complex
variables each article stretches out to current trends in research graduate students and researchers will find a useful addition in the extensive bibliography at the end of each article

Complex Variable Methods in Elasticity 2003-01-01

this volume of the ems contains four survey articles on analytic spaces they are excellent introductions to each respective area starting from basic principles in several complex
variables each article stretches out to current trends in research graduate students and researchers will find a useful addition in the extensive bibliography at the end of each article

Advances in the Complex Variable Boundary Element Method 2013-03-14

the subject of this book is complex analysis in several variables this text begins at an elementary level with standard local results followed by a thorough discussion of the various
fundamental concepts of complex convexity related to the remarkable extension properties of holomorphic functions in more than one variable it then continues with a comprehensive
introduction to integral representations and concludes with complete proofs of substantial global results on domains of holomorphy and on strictly pseudoconvex domains inc
including for example c fefferman s famous mapping theorem the most important new feature of this book is the systematic inclusion of many of the developments of the last 20 years
which centered around integral representations and estimates for the cauchy riemann equations in particu lar integral representations are the principal tool used to develop the global
theory in contrast to many earlier books on the subject which involved methods from commutative algebra and sheaf theory and or partial differ ential equations i believe that this
approach offers several advantages 1 it uses the several variable version of tools familiar to the analyst in one complex variable and therefore helps to bridge the often perceived gap
between com plex analysis in one and in several variables 2 it leads quite directly to deep global results without introducing a lot of new machinery and 3 concrete integral
representations lend themselves to estimations therefore opening the door to applications not accessible by the earlier methods

Several Complex Variables IV 2012-12-06

presents current research and future trends in the theory of several complex variables and pde of note are two survey articles the first presenting recent results on the solvability of
complex vector fields with critical points while the second concerns the lie group structure of the automorphism groups of cr manifolds

Several Complex Variables IV 2011-11-01

this carefully written textbook is an introduction to the beautiful concepts and results of complex analysis it is intended for international bachelor and master programmes in germany
and throughout europe in the anglo american system of university education the content corresponds to a beginning graduate course the book presents the fundamental results and
methods of complex analysis and applies them to a study of elementary and non elementary functions elliptic functions gamma and zeta function including a proof of the prime number
theorem and a new feature in this context to exhibiting basic facts in the theory of several complex variables part of the book is a translation of the authors german text einf�hrung in
die komplexe analysis some material was added from the by now almost classical text funktionentheorie written by the authors and a few paragraphs were newly written for special
use in a master s programme
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Holomorphic Functions and Integral Representations in Several Complex Variables 1998-06-26

this book discusses a variety of problems which are usually treated in a second course on the theory of functions of one complex variable the level being gauged for graduate students
it treats several topics in geometric function theory as well as potential theory in the plane covering in particular conformal equivalence for simply connected regions conformal
equivalence for finitely connected regions analytic covering maps de branges proof of the bieberbach conjecture harmonic functions hardy spaces on the disk potential theory in the plane
a knowledge of integration theory and functional analysis is assumed

Geometric Analysis of Several Complex Variables and Related Topics 2011

the first survey of its kind written by internationally known outstanding experts who developed substantial parts of the field the book contains an introduction written by remmert
describing the history of the subject and is very useful to graduate students and researchers in complex analysis algebraic geometry and differential geometry

A Course in Complex Analysis 2011-10-21

the authors aim here is to present a precise and concise treatment of those parts of complex analysis that should be familiar to every research mathematician they follow a path in the
tradition of ahlfors and bers by dedicating the book to a very precise goal the statement and proof of the fundamental theorem for functions of one complex variable they discuss the
many equivalent ways of understanding the concept of analyticity and offer a leisure exploration of interesting consequences and applications readers should have had undergraduate
courses in advanced calculus linear algebra and some abstract algebra no background in complex analysis is required

Functions of One Complex Variable II 1996-06-13

authored by a ranking authority in harmonic analysis of several complex variables this book embodies a state of the art entr�e at the intersection of two important fields of research
complex analysis and harmonic analysis written with the graduate student in mind it is assumed that the reader has familiarity with the basics of complex analysis of one and several
complex variables as well as with real and functional analysis the monograph is largely self contained and develops the harmonic analysis of several complex variables from the first
principles the text includes copious examples explanations an exhaustive bibliography for further reading and figures that illustrate the geometric nature of the subject each chapter
ends with an exercise set additionally each chapter begins with a prologue introducing the reader to the subject matter that follows capsules presented in each section give perspective
and a spirited launch to the segment preludes help put ideas into context mathematicians and researchers in several applied disciplines will find the breadth and depth of the treatment of
the subject highly useful

Several Complex Variables VII 1994-07-12

several complex variables and the geometry of real hypersurfaces covers a wide range of information from basic facts about holomorphic functions of several complex variables
through deep results such as subelliptic estimates for the neumann problem on pseudoconvex domains with a real analytic boundary the book focuses on describing the geometry of a
real hypersurface in a complex vector space by understanding its relationship with ambient complex analytic varieties you will learn how to decide whether a real hypersurface
contains complex varieties how closely such varieties can contact the hypersurface and why it s important the book concludes with two sets of problems routine problems and
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difficult problems many of which are unsolved principal prerequisites for using this book include a thorough understanding of advanced calculus and standard knowledge of complex
analysis in one variable several complex variables and the geometry of real hypersurfaces will be a useful text for advanced graduate students and professionals working in complex
analysis

Complex Analysis 2012-11-28

the theory of several complex variables can be studied from several different perspectives in this book steven krantz approaches the subject from the point of view of a classical
analyst emphasizing its function theoretic aspects he has taken particular care to write the book with the student in mind with uniformly extensive and helpful explanations numerous
examples and plentiful exercises of varying difficulty in the spirit of a student oriented text krantz begins with an introduction to the subject including an insightful comparison of
analysis of several complex variables with th

Harmonic and Complex Analysis in Several Variables 2017-09-20

Several Complex Variables and the Geometry of Real Hypersurfaces 1993-01-06

Function Theory of Several Complex Variables 2001

Complex Analysis 1984-05-02
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